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Introduction  

Requirements to the Geometry DB  

The User Requirements Document (URD) was developed1 according to the 

requests of the Geometry DB users. URD formulates some essential concepts: 

 Setup: Combination of setup modules which represents the full CBM 

geometry; 

 Setup Module:  Geometry module, link to the mother geometry module, its 

placement in the mother module (transformation matrix or object of class 

TGeoMatrix); 

 Geometry Module: File in ROOT format with content of detector geometry. 

 

URD defines three types of users:  
 

The Geometry database (DB) supports the geometry which describes the 

setup of the CBM experiment at the detailed level required for simulation of 

the transport of particles through the setup using GEANT3.  

The main purpose of the Geometry DB is to provide convenient tools for:  

1) managing the geometry modules (MVD, STS, RICH, TRD, RPC, ECAL, 

PSD, Magnet, Beam Pipe);  

2) Assembling various versions of the CBM setup as a combination of 

geometry modules and additional files (Field, Materials);  

3) Providing support of various versions of the CBM setup. The members 

of the CBM collaboration may use both Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

and Application Programming Interface (API) tools to work with the 

Geometry DB.  

 Lead Developer: coordinator and responsible person for the entire CBM 

geometry; 

 Developer: the responsible developer for one of modules; 

 CBM user: a person of CBM collaboration.  

URD describes the full functionality of Geometry DB: 

A CBM User can load a selected 

CBM setup or setup subset for 

using it in their programs, 

downloading a selected setup or 

setup subset to the local disk, 

viewing a description of existing 

setups and geometry modules. 

A Developer shall create a new 

version of setup and geometry 

modules, update or delete the 

available one. A Lead Developer 

shall create a new setup by 

selecting the set of existing setup 

modules, and also update, 

approve or delete the available 

setups.  

The Lead Developer shall add the new field and materials, update or 

delete the existing records. 

 

 The CBM setup structure 

The CBM geometry is defined in 

ROOT format and realized as a tree 

of nodes. The top level node called 

Cave contains the entire geometry. 

The second level consists of 

modules, each standing for a CBM 

subdetector — MVD, STS, RICH, 

MUCH, TRD, RPC, ECAL, PSD - or 

passive system (Magnet, Beam 

Pipe). In addition to the module 

geometries, the magnetic field map 

and a list of materials are used to 

define the setup.  

The procedure for assembling various options of the CBM setup takes place 

according to certain rules. Each setup module consists of the root-file and the 

transformation matrix . The root-file contains detailed information about the 

geometry of the module. The transformation matrix defines the module location 

inside the CBM setup. The additional files include information on the distribution 

of the magnetic field and a list of materials that the CBM installation consists of. 

 Deployment of the Geometry DB  

The system supports two 

databases:    central and local. 

The central database is 

implemented at the    Server Host 

under    PostgreSQL DBMS. 

Lead Developer and Developer 

use the central database  to  

view   and  update data 
corresponding to any object of the Geometry DB by GUI. The local database 

is located at CBM User workstation into the CBM ROOT environment and 

implemented under SQLite DBMS as a replica of central database. 

UpdateService provides updating of the local database. The replica is used for 

simulation of particles transport through the setup using the software GEANT3.  

All types of Users can view the information from Geometry DB. Lead 

Developer and Developer use Geometry DB to modify data files 

corresponding to any object of Geometry DB by GUI. 

Graphical User Interface  

GUI was implemented as a 

standard web-interface. The 

user interface has a compact 

form and allows getting the 

information by drilling down. 

The Geometry DB user can 

go to the level of detailed 

description  of the setup from 

the list of available setups, go 

further       to  the  description  

of    setup modules. 

The «Download Geometry DB» menu item allows to download the archive of 

the full database to the local disk of the user. Also, the user may download the 

setup as archived file to the local disk by the clicking the button «Download» 

near the needed setup. Only approved setups are included in the local 

database. 

   Application Programming Interface 
The Application Programming Interface (API) is implemented as set of macros 

of the ROOT framework. Any macro can be used as executable file or can be 

called from other ROOT macros. Two macros are realized: getSetupList and 

loadSetup.  

The macro getSetupList 

prints tag, date of creation, 

author name and value of 

parameter description for each 

approved setup from the 

Geometry DB. 

Macro loadSetup is the 

main macro for the CBM 

user. It loads geometry of 

setup into CBM ROOT 

environment. Geometry 

can be used in root 

environment after this 

operation. The geometry 

of setup with tag 

sis100_electron is 

presented here.  

 Conclusion 

The prototype of the information system Geometry DB for the CBM 

experiment has been developed according to User Requirements Document1. 

Geometry DB provides storing and retrieving the geometry of CBM modules 

and involves the databases, GUI tools and API tools. 

The system supports two databases: central and local. GUI tools are 

implemented as web-application for viewing and updating the data 

corresponding to any object of the Geometry DB in the central database. The 

local database is used for simulation of particles transport through the setup 

using the software GEANT3. API tools are realized as a set of ROOT macros 

to load geometry of the setup into CBM ROOT environment. 
 


